
Golden reflective insulated glass curtain wall

Golden color reflective insulated glass, it's a kind of energy saving glass, use it to build the curtain wall,
could help us reach a lot of special requirement, such as:

• Let appropriate natural light penetrate into the building, to help save some light cost, and the glass has
appropriate transparency, could help us enjoy the outdoor scenery easily;

• The vivid golden color, could make the buildings more charming, and the glass facade is more easy to
clean when dirty and replace when broken accidentally;

• The insulating glass units can reduce the heat transfer coefficient, so it can make interior cooler in the
summer, and warmer in the winter, which can help us save a lot of air conditioner cost;

• The airspace of IGU glass can block sound waves, so if use the insulated glass on exterior wall, it is a
perfect material for soundproof.

What kind of golden reflective insulating glass we produce for curtain wall?
• Shape: flat and curved
• Size: Max 3300*6000mm, any customized size could be produced
• Type: online and offline, double and triple, annealed float and tempered, monolithic and laminated, dry
air gas and argon gas, etc.
• Thick: monolithic glass thick 4mm, 5mm, 6mm, 8mm, 10mm, 12mm, and for the golden reflective IGU
glass, could produce any compositions, such as: 8mm clear tempered glass + 12mm Argon + 8mm golden
reflective glass insulated glass units

Why buy the curtain wall glass from us?
• We offer one-stop professional service from glass design to sample test, to mass production delivery, to
glass installation instruction, etc.;

• Our high productivity could make sure our production time is at least 7 days faster than other suppliers,
and our professional shipping teams could assure faster shipping times, to promise that you could get the
glass within shortest time;

• Our strict financial control system could make sure our price is much competitive, to help you save a lot
of cost to get the best quality product;

• With the very good quality raw materials, advanced production machine, skillful workers, strict quality
inspection, we are 100% confident that our quality is great, and we offer at least 15years’ quality
guarantee;

• Our strong export plywood crate packing and safety loading, could make sure the glass safety during
transportation, and even have some broken accidentally, we will compensate or replace the glass in
shortest time without any excuse;
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• Any other special requirements from customers will be 100% fulfilled.


